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Think about the conflict that you are currently having OR that you believe is fast approaching

OR think about a conflict that you have had in the past that caused upset and you want to learn

from

What is it?

Describe it in one sentence

Now, think through each of the following levels in order to identify where you believe the conflict

has gotten to.  This will help you understand the severity of the conflict in order to do something

about it.

============================================================================

1 Discomfort

This is something that happens that leaves no real lasting impression – it stands out because it

creates a discomfort in you.

What has happened to create discomfort with you – what is not sitting quite right about this

situation / person’s behaviour?

What are your feelings/thoughts about it?
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2 Incident

This is where a short, sharp exchange has occurred.  It would not mean too much if the previous

discomfort had not occurred.  Combined with a previous discomfort, it is something that you now

start to consider as something to pay attention to.

Can you point to one or several specific occasions in which you clashed on this

topic?

What was said that was upsetting?

3 Misunderstanding

Due to negative incident/s that have occurred, you are finding it hard to see the person /

situation in a positive light.  You find yourself looking for evidence to view this person / situation

negatively to substantiate your negative views of them and this is creating misunderstandings in

the relationship.

Do you believe the other person has misinterpreted your feelings, motives or responsibilities?

How?
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Could you be misinterpreting the other person's? How?

4 Tension

Due to the misunderstanding that has been left unresolved, you now have a negative lens that you

view this person through.  You are now unsure of how to act towards this person and this

together with your negative feelings about their behaviour, are causing tension.

Do you now hold a negative stance towards this person?

Does each new interaction confirm your poor opinion of him/her? In what ways?
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5 Crisis

The unresolved conflict has now reach crisis proportions and at its worst could mean the end of a

relationship, career, even violence or death.

Has a major explosion occurred?

Were extreme measures threatened? What?

Were extreme measures executed? What?

Was the outcome constructive or destructive? In what ways?
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After Reviewing and Reflecting

What now?

Now that you understand to what level your conflict has reached, think about what you could do

to remedy the situation or if you even want to.

What 1 thing could you do to start repairing the situation?

How would you like to view this person? Look for evidence to support your new view of this

person


